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                                "Today was a special day as we went to the rooftop to see the solar eclipse and we were happy to see Leo plus many other residents all together enjoying the same thing - a unique event in the sky!"
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                                "The staff are a group of amazing, attentive and friendly people. The resident are friendly. These interactions are just some of the reasons I always recommend our community to my friends."
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                                "I went to two events here and enjoyed them both. One was the ice cream social / holiday event and more recently the Stretch class. The maintenance of the building seems to kept at a high standard and all the maintenance personnel are friendly and helpful when I have needed…"
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                                "I love living at the kestrel! Kind staff, fantastic amenities, and incredibly attractive building and unit all make for a fantastic living experience"
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                                "Everyone working in this building is so nice!!! From concierge to superintendent. Love the place! Very clean, comfortable with easy access when I come home with tons of stuff! Loved the event last night. Great way to meet neighbors!!"
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                                "Good experience! No complaints! Appreciate everybody and hope the new year treats everyone well! Filling more character space, almost there!"
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                                "The community has been amazing!! The buildings staff are so responsive and helpful. The residents are friendly. The building is clean and well kept. There's really no more to say!! 😊"
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                                "Love the building, the amenities and the friendly staff. Not to mention that we’re a block away from prospect park! Would definitely recommend it!"
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                                "The Concierge, especially Olber, Frankie and Mike, are so helpful and nice to us everyday. They go the extra mile to make sure we feel welcome."
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                                "I have yet to meet a problematic neighbor. Even their dogs are lovely. The building staff is always helpful. Everything is well maintained. Communications to residents are timely, clear and helpful. I'm very happy here...."
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                                "The front desk staff are very friendly and helpful. Especially Mike and Frankie. They are always smiling and ready to welcome you as you come and go during the day."
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                                "Everyone is pleasant and friendly. The residence is still beautiful and well maintained. I love the opportunity for social interaction with my neighbors and possibilities for activities."
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            Visit The Kestrel        

		
            Ready to visit? 
Schedule private  tour today.        

		schedule visit
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            The Kestrel

            33 Caton Place Brooklyn

            New York, NY 11218
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